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The two longest sections of the review describe  the  effects of fire on 
vegetation and  animal  life  in Alaska. By treating tundra  and taiga  fire 
separately in the vegetation section,  the  authors emphasize the general 
lack of knowledge about all aspects of tundra  fire.  The effects of fire on 
treeline in  Alaska are  also poorly understood.  In the vegetation section, 
fire effects both  on individual species  components  and  on ecosystem 
processes and post-fire revegetation patterns are covered. An interesting 
observation here is that fire returns both black spruce taiga and tussock- 
shrub tundra  ecosystems  to  a more productive condition with a larger 
available nutrient capital. 

The effects of fire on  animal  life are discussed with reference to caribou 
and reindeer, moose, furbearers, small  mammals, birds, aquatic life  and 
terrestrial  invertebrates. A particularly important aspect of this section is 
the discussion of fire-caribou interactions in  which it is made clear that 
the relationship is  controversial,  complex and unresolved. The  authors 
caution that  recent declines in caribou numbers should not necessarily be 
ascribed to increased fire  frequencies.  Through  a review of fire effects on 
caribou in each of six regions in Alaska, they show that relationships may 
be different in different areas of the  North  and in different herds. The 
authors  also point to conspicuous gaps  in our knowledge of f r e  effects on 
bird populations, aquatic l i e  and  invertebrates. 

The  review does not include adiscussion of fm management  policy for 
Alaska nor does it translate  the review information into such policies. 
However, in contrast with past fm control  and prevention approaches, 
the review definitely promotes the role of fire as  a natural ecosystem 
process and  therefore  a “tool”  to  reach certain management objectives. 
With the settlement of land claims in Alaska, each of the land-managing 
agencies  will  be required to formulate a fire management policy. The 
present review should contribute greatly toward this end. 

Charles H. Racine 
Division of  Environmental  Studies 

Johnson  State College 
Johnson, Vermont, U S A .  05656 

VASCULAR PLANTS OF CONTINENTAL  NORTHWEST  TERRI- 
TORIES, CANADA. By A. E. PORSILD and W. J.  CODY. Published 
by the National Museum of Canada, Ottawa, 1980. ISBN 0-660- 
00119-5. I-VIII, 667 p. Illustrated. Cloth. $105.00. 

For years now,  those of us interested in arctic  and  subarctic vascular 
plants have  had a very meagre selection of floras from  which to deter- 
mine our collections. Hult6n’s Flora ofAlaska andNeighbouring Territories 
(1968) has been a mainstay for  those of us working  in the Western Arctic 
whereas Porsild‘slllusrrated Flora ofthe Canadian Arctic Archipelago (1957) 
has been  a  constant  companion during our wanderings  in the Arctic 
Islands. For  the more southerly of the  northern  researchers,  a various 
assortment of provincial floras have had to  do  the  job. 

Many pleasant and often frustrating hours have been spent both in the 
field and  seated in our  cloistered  laboratories staring at  our more obscure 
specimens collected somewhere away from the main transportation 
routes east of the  Mackenzie River and west of Hudson Bay.  Our 
specimens have stared up at us like fixed  points of reality in a botanical 
black hole, taunting and daring us to force them into some taxonomic 
framework developed for  areas hundreds of miles away. All too often we 
have forced our specimens into nomenclatural niches by “stretching  the 
keys” so as to simplify our perceptions of nature and place human order 
into what  would otherwise be apparently unordered objkcts. 

With the publication of Porsild and Cody’s book,  the botanical black 
hole  now appears  less black. The keys and  descriptions  for  the 11  12 
species provide us with taxonomic pigeonholes in which to place our 
diverse collections, while the distribution maps and line drawings of most 
of the species (978) instill confidence that  someone has actually ex- 
amined specimens from within that 1  500 o o 0 . k m 2  area. 

The  authors begin their  thesis with a brief  review of the usual climate, 
bedrock geology, Pleistocene aspects, treelines,  active  layers  and phy- 
togeographical provinces. They point out  that few attempts have been 
made to subdivide the continental  Northwest Temtories into phyto- 
geographical regions, and  then propose the following six tentative pro- 
vinces  on the basis of our  present knowledge of the flora: (1) Mackenzie 
Mountains; (2) east slope of the Richardson Mountains and-north from 
the Peel River  gap to the  Arctic coast; (3) Mackenzie River delta and 
coastal plain between the lower Mackenzie and Anderson  rivers; (4) 

treeless northern portion of the District of Mackenzie  and all but the 
southern portion of the District of Keewatin; (5 )  Precambrian Shield area 
and  Mackenzie lowlands between the Shield and Franklin Mountains; 
and (6) south of the  southern  shores of Great Slave Lake  to  the Provincial 
boundaries, a floristic province similar to that of northern Alberta and 
Saskatchewan. 

Before entering into  the taxonomic work itself,  the  authors provide an 
interesting, slightly unorthodox and of necessity incomplete chronob 
gical  review of the history of plant collecting in the  north. Some might 
dismiss this section as too folksy; however, we feel this presentation is 
eminently appropriate given the long-standing ties  and  empathy  that both 
authors have not  only  with their  subject plants but also with the north in 
its  entirety. 

As for  the adequacy of the floral keys themselves, it would  be  prema- 
ture  to judge them as only time and use by botanists will allow fair 
judgment to be  made. The proof  of the pudding  is  always  in the eating. 
We did, however, test  the keys on material we have collected over the 
past few years from  the  Anderson,  Horton,  and Mackenzie rivers and 
Banks Island. After the normal period of adjustment to  a new flora as one 
becomes acclimatized to the  authors’ use of morphological terminology, 
we found  them to be generally very adequate. With a book of this 
magnitude,  it is difficult to relate  text  and  illustrations.  It would  have 
increased the usefulness of the book  had the distribution maps  and 
illustrations been  placed adjacent to the  species  descriptions. 

The book  is clearly essential to any northern researcher with anything 
more than a fleeting interest in northern  plants, and  most important to the 
botanical researcher.  It provides nodal species definitions for  a little- 
known area  thus giving us mental bench marks upon  which to begin our 
investigations into intraspecific variation. 

We take our hats off to  you, Dr. Cody,  and posthumously to you, Dr. 
Porsild, for completing such an onerous undertaking. A special note of 
thanks to Dr. Porsild for  a very long  life  of significant northern scientific 
contribution which culminated in the production of this book. 

R .  D .  Revel 
Faculty of Environmental Design 
Environmental  Science Program 

University of Calgary 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
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EXPLORATION IN ALASKA: CAPTAIN COOK  COMMEMORA- 
TIVE LECTURES. Edited by ANTOINETTE SHALKOP. Anchorage: 
Cook Inlet Historical Society, 1980,  219 p., 109 plates,  references. 
$12.50 U.S.  Available  from Anchorage Historical and Fine A r t s  
Museum Sales Shop, 121 West 7 Avenue, Anchorage, AK 99501. 
(Add $1.00 mailing charges.) 

Over the  last  decade bicentennial celebrations of James Cook’s ex- 
plorations have followed the path of  his voyages around the Pacific. 
Beginning  in  New  Zealand and Australia in 1%9, the cycle concluded in 
the north Pacific  in 1978 when both British Columbia and Alaska cele- 
brated the presence on their  shores of the  greatest of all navigators. Many 
of these bicentennial celebrations have produced contributions to scho- 
larship andExploration in Alaska is a collection of essays  that  were given in 
Anchorage to commemorate  Cook’s visit. 

Although occasioned by the  celebration of Cook’s exploration of 
Alaska, this collection does not concentrate  on  that alone. It is  much 
broader in scope. There are essays dealing with the background to 
Cook’s exploration of the Pacific; papers on explorers of other nationali- 
ties, particularly the Russians and  the  Spanish, who visited Alaskan 
waters; there  is an interesting piece that examines the collective identity 
of later American explorers of inland Alaska; and finally a section dealing 
with the immediate and long-term impact of the  arrival of Europeans on 
the native peoples of the area.  The editors have brought together  a 
number of scholars  from  a  variety of disciplines to look at many aspects 
of the exploration of Alaska. 
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It is always difficult to review a collection of essays, especially when it 
is as eclectic as this one. In the end perhaps the most one  can say is that, 
not surprisingly, the quality of the contributions varies. It is fortunate 
that the one essay that deals directly with Cook in Alaska, by Glyndwr 
Williams, is well written and tightly presented. At the other end of the 
scale is David Waters’ windy piece on “Navigational Problems in Cap- 
tain Cook’s Day” that deals with everything except the matter in hand. 
Most of the papers lie between the extremes. They provide a great deal of 
information about the subject, but do not advance any radically new 
interpretations. There  are some errors  for  the reviewer to carp about. It is 
incorrectly asserted in the preface, for example, that Cook prevented 
scurvy on his ships. In fact,  the importance of Cook’s contribution to 
naval medicine has been somewhat diminished by recent scholarship. 
This point is later recognized by Wayne M. Myers in his essay on “Cook, 
the Physician”, but then he concludes with a facile and unnecessary 
defence of Cook’s work in this area. In the section dealing with the native 
peoples there  are two scholarly papers and then individual representa- 
tives of the indigenous peoples are asked to speak for themselves. It is 
interesting to note that, while there  are clearly historic grievances among 
the original people of Alaska, on  the evidence presented here the clash of 
opinion between the two races is not nearly as  sharp  as it was during the 
bicentennial celebrations in British Columbia. 

The text of this book is greatly enhanced by the numerous illustrations. 
It is a pity, however, that  it is produced in a form that makes it very 
difficult to read. 

In the past Cook scholarship has been dominated by work on the south 
Pacific. The value of volumes such  as this one is that they bring to  our 
attention that fact that during his third voyage Cook opened up another, 
very different, Pacific world in the north. For this reason Exploration in 
Alaska makes a useful contribution to Cook studies. 

Robin  Fisher 
Department of History 

Simon Fraser University 
Burnaby, B.C., Canada 
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THE EXPLORATION OF NORTHERN CANADA 500-1920: A Chron- 
ology.  By ALAN COOKE and CLIVE HOLLAND.  The Arctic History 
Press, 18 Waterman Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M4B 3G3, 1978.549 
p., 26 maps. $50.00. 

Cooke and Holland’s The  Exploration of Northern Canada is modelled 
after Roberts’ Chronological List of Arctic Expeditions. It consists of: 
Chronology of Events between 500 and 1920 AD, 348 pages; Roster of 
Men’s Names, 95 pages; Bibliography, 56 pages; Index, 42 pages; and 26 
maps. The entries, laid out from left to right, comprise the  nature of each 
expedition, its affiliation, its leader and frequently senior members, ships 
(or sledges), the date in bold face on  the left or right hand margin, the text, 
and the source of the information. The text is brief but explicit, giving 
essential details, dates and events.  These are adequate to refresh one’s 
memory. Entry to events  can be made directly by year, the Index, or the 
Roster of  Men’s Names. The reviewer over the past year has checked 
entries randomly as names, places, or events  arose in research and found 
the contents to reflect accurately and completely the event recorded. The 
Roster of Men’s Names lists the names of  men appearing in the  text, their 
ship or event, and date, and is helpful in quickly ascertaining dates if the 
name is known. 

The contents of the book, in preliminary form, appear in Polar Record 
as follows: 

May 1970. Chronological list of expeditions and historical events in 
northern Canada. I. Early times to 1670. 

September 1970. Chronological list of expeditions and historical 
events in northern Canada. 11. 1670 - 1713. 

January 1971. Chronological list of expeditions and historical events 
in northern Canada. 111. 1713 - 1763. 

May 1971. Chronological list of expeditions and historical events in 
northern Canada. IV. 1763 - 1789. 

September 1971. Chronological list of expeditions and historical 

Vol. 15(95):169-183. 

Vol. 15(%):317-329. 

Vol. 15(97):503-522. 

Vol. 15(98):699-721. 
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events in northern Canada. V. 1790 - 1821. 

January 1972. Chronological list of expeditions and historical events 
in northern Canada. VI. 1821 - 1845. 

May 1972. Chronological list of expeditions and historical events in 
northern Canada. VII. 1846 - 1854. 

September 1972. Chronological list of expeditions and historical 
events in northern Canada. VIII. 1853 - 1880. 

January 1973. Chronological list of expeditions and historical events 
in northern Canada. IX. 1881 - 18%. 

May 1973. Chronological list of expeditions and historical events in 
northern Canada. X. 18% - 1902. 

September 1973. Chronological list of expeditions and historical 
events in northern Canada. XI. 1902 - 1 9 0 9 .  

Vol. 15(99):893-920. 

Vol. 16(100):41 - 61. 

Vol. 16(101):235-260. 

Vol. 16(102):383-409. 

Vol. 16(103):559-577. 

Vol. 16(104):707-722. 

Vol. 16(105):827-846. 
The book should be considered indispensable to students of northern 

Canadian history, as  it provides a chronology of events, reference ac- 
cess, and a feeling for the shifting definition of “northern”. I regret the 
limited edition (lo00 copies) of the publication because it should have 
been published inexpensively and made readily available to teachers of 
Canadian history in  high schools and universities. This, I hope, would 
have been more in keeping with the objectives of the National Museum  of 
Canada which supported the project. In spite of this criticism, the au- 
thors are to be commended for producing an accurate and timely docu- 
ment which should be on the shelves of all those interested in Canadian 
history and exploration of northern areas. 

L.  V. Hills 
Department of GeologylGeophysics 

University of Calgary 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
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THE POLAR ICE (1815); THE NORTH POLE (1828). William 
Scoresby, F.R.S. Caedmon of  Whitby Press, 9 John Street, Whitby, 
Yorks, YO21 3ET, England, 1980.  88 p. f7.95. 

In the early part of the nineteenth century,  the Wernerian Society of 
Edinburgh had a small but select membership which included none of the 
“scientific officers” of the Royal Navy,  not even John Ross, who was the 
best educated and most active of them. But it did include William 
Scoresby, Jr., son of a well-known whaling master, who contributed a 
number  of papers over the years. One of those here reprinted, On the 
Greenland or Polar Ice, read in 1815, was the result of his experience and 
careful observation and a preamble to his greater work of 1820. In this 
paper he dealt with the physical properties of ice and the nature and 
movements of the pack ice and bergs, in effect giving the sailing direc- 
tions for his day. Looking back,  the interesting part is the section On the 
approximation towards the Poles, and on the possibility of reaching  the  North 
Pole, in  which  he suggested that  the Pole might be reached over  the pack 
ice with reindeer or dogs, specially-built sledges and equipment. 

In 1818, when the Admiralty started  its series of arctic voyages, it 
employed officers without experience in pack ice, rejecting Scoresby’s 
offer of his serviceskall the  same,  he maintained a dignified silence over 
the rebuff. In 1827 Parry made an unsuccessful attempt to reach  the Pole 
from Spitsbergen. In the following year Scoresby prepared a paper to 
show why Parry’s expedition was doomed to failure before it started, 
through the excessive weight of  his sledges and boats,  the wrong form of 
traction, and the choices of the wrong time of the year and  the wrong 
meridian. Without  referring to  Parry’s limited arctic  experience, 
Scoresby mentioned his own 21 years of observing ice in the Greenland 
fishery, a measure of the loss to arctic exploration through the neglect of 
Scoresby by the Government. 

These two articles are not ordinarily easy to find, so it is useful to have 
them reprinted in facsimile. 

A.G.E. Jones 
1 Fosse Bank Close 

Tonbridge, Kent 
England 




